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in February we welcomed lots of new
students into our building. Our students
have been busy adjusting to the new
semester and their coursework and
after school extracurricular activities.
We are so proud of all the community
service our students have been a part.
They participated in Pink Shirt Day,
Random Acts of Kindness activities and
baked delicious treats to raise money
for charity. Our students are becoming
such global leaders! With February
drawing to a close we are celebrating
our strong start to the year, and looking
forward to the approaching Spring
Break!

Nadine Yehiya - Coordinator of Admissions

Spring Break is almost here!



Letter from the Head of School
Letter from Head of School

February 2023

Dear Parents / Carers:

It is hard to fathom that we are already well into our new semester at Canada Star Secondary School!
We are pleased to welcome so many new students to our Canada Star family.

Classes are busy and teachers are excited about the new courses they are teaching this semester.
Many of the teachers are already planning exciting field trips for their students.

As we already begin to plan for next year, please see the video (link below) just released regarding the
new Graduation Requirement from the Ministry of Education.

As part of the Province of British Columbia’s commitment to truth, reconciliation, and anti-racism, the
Ministry of Education and Child Care is implementing an Indigenous focused graduation requirement for
all students, beginning in the 2023/24 school year. This change to BC’s graduation program builds on
work-to-date to integrate Indigenous perspectives and content across the redesigned K-12 provincial
curriculum and into professional development and standards for BC educators.

We have attached a Q&A document as well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMrFJE5_2uk

On February 22nd we participated in the province-wide “Pink Shirt Day.” We are always happy to
celebrate Pink Shirt Day at the school. Pink Shirt Day is about working together to stop bullying by
celebrating diversity and promoting positive social relationships. It is about creating a community where
all people feel safe, valued, and respected, regardless of age, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation,
ability, or cultural background. Each Canada Star Secondary School student made a promise to do their
part to erase bullying by signing their promise on a quilt square. This year’s promises will be added to the
existing quilt that will be displayed in the main stairwell.

This month we will also be travelling to downtown Vancouver to distribute 500 flowers as our planned
“Random Acts of Kindness” activity for the year. We are proud that our students are always eager to
show kindness.

Students are reminded to take advantage of our Student Success Centre. It is a great opportunity to
work on homework or seek extra help in a particular subject. It is supervised by a fully qualified teacher
after school from 3:30-4:00 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

As always, I encourage you to please continue to refer to our school website:
www.canadastarsecondary.ca and our social media pages (Facebook and Instagram) to find out more
about the life of our school.

In closing, I want to reiterate our gratitude for your continued support and wish you and your family good
health and good spirits for the remainder of the winter months.

Sincerely, 

Robert Anstey
Principal



Social Studies 8/9
Our Social Studies 8 and 9 classes have been developing their own fundamental skills by
forming questions and applying them to various current events. They have also been asking
the question: "What makes a news source reliable?" & "What makes it untrustworthy?".
Developing these skills at an early age will be an asset in the information-rich world we find
ourselves in.

In the classroom

Our English 10 class has been developing their fundamental writing skills by working to use
more elaborative vocabulary to express themselves. They have been sharpening their writing
skills by exploring what shapes their identity and their happiness. 

English Language Arts 10 

M R .  T A N N E R



In the classroom

M R .  T A N N E R
 

Drafting 10
Our Drafting 10 class has kept busy putting to use their design process. Drafting students have
designed and developed small catapults that were required to launch a small play doh
projectile into a bucket several meters away - displaying some remarkable innovative thinking!
They are currently working on their fundamental 3D design skills, which can be exhausting but
rewarding work. 

Social Studies 10
Our Social Studies 10 class has been working hard to understand the unique challenges that
Canadian geography presents. While they've been interpreting local climate graphs, they've
also had the opportunity to plan a survival kit tailored specifically to the harsh Canadian
environment by visiting a local favorite, Bass Pro Shops.



Science 10
In Science 10, our students completed their world-famous Rube Goldberg project. The students
each had to put on their creative engineering cap to construct a functioning machine using
different principles of energy. By the end, they all collaborated to produce a functioning
machine that all had us marvel at their creativity.

In the classroom

In Anatomy and Physiology 12, what better way to start off the new semester than by looking
at the compound that makes up the majority of our human body, water. The class performed
little experiments to observe the chemical properties of water by looking at the polarity,
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of compounds, heat distribution, high specific heat capacity,
charges and dissolving capabilities of that important molecule known as water. 

Anatomy and Physiology 12

M R .  M A Z Z O N



Literary Studies 11
Students in Literary Studies 11 wrote 6-word stories as their first writing assignment. In doing
so, they practiced their creative thinking, collaboration, and communication. Competition also
runs at an all time high whenever students play games to review vocabulary words. As the
unit comes to a close, the class is now moving to our next unit: short stories. Please check back
in our next newsletter to see our students growth in their competencies!

In the classroom

M R S .  T O N G

English Studies 12 

Fun and games mixed with critical thinking dominated much of the first month of English
Studies 12. Students played games to review vocabulary and literary elements. They also
practiced collaboration, critical thinking, and communication as they put their teacher hats on
to evaluate each others’ paragraphs that analyzed a story.

      



In the classroom

Students in Math 10 worked on the unit of Trignomentry. Students learned Trigonometry is all
around us. Right triangles can be found in many daily situations. Our Math 10 students apply
their knowledge of trigonometry to shadows in order to calculate the angle of elevation to the
sun at different times of the day. 

Math 10

M R S .  W U

Students practiced basic cooking skills and techniques during the first month of the Food
Studies 8/9 class. We also made chocolate cookies and banana bread for valentine's day. It is
fantastic to see how much yummy dessert's they can bake in the kitchen. 
 

Food Studies 8/9



In career-life education-10, students presented themselves and spoke about their interests and
career of choice. They presented “career of choice “colorful posters that demonstrated the best
options for future careers for each student. They also discussed the factors that influenced
their decision in selecting their personal future careers, the possible obstacles they may
encounter and what to do in order to overcome them.

Core French 8

French 8 students began to learn how to introduce themselves in French, how to properly
recount the numbers and the spelling of the French alphabet. They learned about the
Francophone world and French culture. They also began to see how French differs from
English as they applied it in their classroom activities. 

In the classroom

Career Life Education 10

M R .  H A N N A



Chemistry 12 Students searched the impact of factors like temperature and concentration on
the speed of chemical reactions. We used a titration reaction that involved acid and base to
make water and salt, we measured the speed of the reaction in time and analyzed the color
changes of a chemical indicator. They learned that an indicator changes its color from pink
(with the base) to color-free when we add acid, and that we can control the speed of the
reaction with an increase in temperature and with adding more base and acid. 

Chemistry 11
Chemistry 11 students learned about the atomic theory and how the atom was discovered
and how its structure evolved until it reached its current model. They also learned about the
elements and their major types (example: metals, nonmetals) and how they react with each
other. They used the periodic table to further study the elements and to understand the types
of chemical bonds. 

In the classroom

Chemistry 12 

M R .  H A N N A



In Law Studies 12 students have been debating the merits of the civil or common law
systems. Pictured is Jack who was defending the common law systems.

Economic Theory 12 

Economic Theory 12 class took part in their second economic simulation game. In this game
they explored how competition and the distribution of power can create mutual beneficial
incentive structures. They will apply this idea to concepts of the economy and how fair and
competitive markets give rise to socially beneficial outcomes. 

In the classroom

Law Studies 12

M R .  D U N C A N



Physical Education 11/12
In gym class students have been playing various types of sports. One that is popular among
the students is soccer baseball (Kickball), we always get a lot of excitement from the game! 

In the classroom

M R .  D U N C A N



In Physics 12, the students have learned about vector analysis and static equilibrium. In Physics
11, the students have learned about circuity and significant digits. They are encouraged to find
out the answers on their own through various channels. These include discussions and
research via the internet. The students are expected to synthesize the information, think
critically, form their perspectives, and share ideas. During the field trip, they also had the
opportunity to apply Physics to play pool better. 

Calculus 12 and Pre-Calculus 12

In Calculus 12, the students have learned about the concept and calculation of limits. In Pre-
Calculus 12, the students have learned about transformations and inverses of functions. They
are encouraged to help each other through discussions and to think independently to find out
the answers.   

In the classroom

Physics 11 and 12

M R .  C H I A N G



Drama 8/9
In Drama, students are currently in the process of building their own stage models. In class, we
looked at traditional Greek amphitheaters, Medieval Pageant Wagons, and the Elizabethan
Globe Theatre. Students got to pick their favourite stage and recreate it on a smaller scale.

In the classroom

M R .  H E N N I G



A fun activity that ELL students got to take part in was a trip to Shopper's Drug Mart where
they got to learn more food and shopping vocabulary, as well as practice asking English
questions in public. 

AP Psychology
Students in AP Psychology researched famous historical psychologists and created Funko
Pops to represent them. Some popular names included Charles Darwin, William James,
Sigmund Freud, and Ivan Pavlov. 

In the classroom

English Language Learning 10/11 Photos

M R .  H E N N I G



WE HAD A FANTASTIC TRIP TO THE

MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT UBC.

STUDENTS

From Daniel Hanley -  Grade 6 Teacher
  

 

SCHOOL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
 

This month, our students distributed carnations to strangers in Downtown Vancouver as a
Random Act of Kindness. It was a wonderful opportunity for students to partake in!



WE HAD A FANTASTIC TRIP TO THE

MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT UBC.

STUDENTS

From Daniel Hanley -  Grade 6 Teacher
  

 

SCHOOL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
 

 

Our students participated in Pink Shirt Day to show their support against bullying! 

Canada Star Secondary School hosted a basketball tournament in January and February. We
were so excited to invite other schools to our building. 
 


